We study the thermodynamics and the susceptibilities of quark matter in the framework of twoflavor Nambu−Jona-Lasinio model at finite isospin chemical potential and temperature. Isospin number density, normalized energy density and trace anomaly are shown to be in good agreement with the available lattice data as well as with the results from chiral perturbation theory at zero temperature. We also study how susceptibilities depend on the isospin chemical potential and on temperature. We find a peak for the chiral, pion, and isospin susceptibilities at the critical isospin chemical potential, µ c I (T ), at the boundary of the phase transition between the normal and pion superfluid phase. Moreover, temperature makes the transition from normal to pion condended phase smoother. We also note that the pion susceptibility always remains zero in the normal phase while it is finite in the superfluid phase.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is compelling evidence that Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the correct theory describing the strong interaction between quarks and gluons. QCD is a non-Abelian gauge theory, which has a nontrivial vacuum state and provides a rich phase structure and exciting physical phenomena in various environments [1] [2] [3] . At low energy densities quarks are confined inside hadrons, while they form a weakly coupled plasma in the very high energy limit. Therefore, the strongly interacting QCD matter is expected to undergo a hadron-quark phase transition at high temperature and/or chemical potential. Moreover, the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken at low temperature/baryon density due to the nonvanishing chiral condensate, while it is expected to restore at high temperature and high density [4, 5] . Lattice calculations show that at small baryon chemical potential the transition is actually a smooth crossover [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . On the other hand, many studies [11] [12] [13] suggest that at large chemical potential the smooth crossover meets a first order transition at a particular point in the (T, µ) plane named the critical endpoint (CEP), where the crossover becomes a second order phase transition. The quest for the possible existence of CEP as well as its precise location are still on-going, and have attracted a lot of attention, see e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In QCD, fluctuations of the conserved charges like the baryon and isospin numbers, exhibit critical behavior around a phase transition; these fluctuations are encoded into the corresponding susceptibilities as well as into higher order moments [21] [22] [23] [24] . For example, the chiral susceptibility, which represents the modification of the chiral condensate to a small perturbation of the current quark mass, is often used to describe the chiral phase transition [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Besides, it has been suggested that the moments of the baryon number can be used to identify the CEP in the QCD phase diagram [23, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
In the two-flavor case the quark chemical potentials µ f can be expressed in term of the baryon chemical potential
, and the isospin chemical potential
1 with N c = 3 the number of colors. Along the µ B axis, the knowledge from first principle lattice simulation on the thermodynamics of strongly interacting matter is limited, due to the notorious sign problem [46] . Thus, effective field theories of QCD as well as phenomenological models are necessary, and they might provide powerful tools for us to have a better understanding of QCD physics in the nonperturbative regime. On the other hand, lattice simulations are feasible for µ B = 0 and µ I = 0, therefore it is possibe to study QCD at finite µ I by means of first principle calculations and compare these with the predictions of effective models. This is an useful exercise to test the effectiveness of QCD models. For example, an analysis based on the leading order (LO) [47, 48] and the next-to-leading order (NLO) [49] chiral perturbation theory (CHPT) shows that a second order phase transition from the normal to pion superfluid phase is expected to happen at µ c I (T = 0) = m π , where m π is the pion mass. This has been confirmed by lattice simulations [50] [51] [52] [53] as well as by the Nambu−JonaLasinio (NJL) model analytically [54] [55] [56] .
Many aspects of pion condensate have been extensively studied in the effective field theories [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , lattice simulations [44, [63] [64] [65] [66] , Dyson-Schwinger equations [67] and 1 Note that another definition of the isospin chemical potential
is also frequently used in the literature, resulting in the critical point as µ c I (T = 0) = mπ /2 (see, e.g., Ref. [44, 45] ).
effective models [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . We also mention that a new type of compact star made of a charged pion condensate has been proposed recently [61, [78] [79] [80] . While we refer to the original articles for the detailed picture for both two-flavor and three-flavor quark matter, we remind here the well established picture for the two-flavor case with finite bare quark masses. At zero temperature there is a a second order phase transition from the normal phase, in which the pion condensate is vanishing, to the phase with nonzero pion condensate: this phase transition happens when |µ I | = m π ; increasing |µ I | there is eventually another second order phase transition back to the normal phase. At finite temperature the gap between the two critical |µ I | becomes smaller and eventually the window for the pion condensate phase closes: at very high temperature there is room for the normal phase only, see for example Fig. 4 of [74] .
In this paper, we study several susceptibilities of isospin inbalanced QCD matter at vanishing µ B and zero and/or finite temperature, which to the best of our knowledge has not yet been explicitly discussed in the literature. As mentioned above, doing this study is useful to test how effective models predictions compare with first principle calculations. The thermodynamic properties of pion superfluid phase at vanishing temperature has been studied at the lowest order of CHPT at zero temperature [62] and it has been found a good agreement with the lattice QCD simulations for µ I 2m π , but also that the LO approximation breaks down at higher µ I . The NJL model can be employed in a larger range of chemical potential and temperature with respect to LO CHPT and it is the purpose of this work to show how this model describes the thermodynamics and the fluctuations for the transition to the pion superfluid phase. We will use the two-flavor NJL model in this article for simplicity, leaving the three-flavor case to a future study.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a brief introduction for the theoretical framework of NJL model at finite µ I and temperature. In Sec. III, after comparing the NJL model results for several thermodynamic quantities with LO CHPT calculation and/or lattice data at vanishing temperature, we give the numerical results for several susceptibilities of our interest at finite µ I and temperature. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sec. IV
II. THE NJL MODEL
The standard NJL model Lagrangian density for two flavors of quarks is given by [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] 
where q represent the quark field, τ the Pauli matrices in flavor space, G denotes the four-fermion interaction coupling, m the degenerate quark mass of up and down quarks andμ = diag{µ u , µ d } denotes the diagonal matrix for quark chemical potentials.
In the grand canonical ensemble the thermodynamics of strongly interacting matter can be considered as a function of the isospin and baryon chemical potentials and temperature. In this article we limit ourselves to the case µ B = 0 which leads to µ u = µ I /2, µ d = −µ I /2. For simplicity, we perform the calculations in the mean field approximation, i.e.,
We introduce the chiral condensates as
with ūu = σ u and d d = σ d . At µ I = 0 a charged pion condensate is also expected: in order to account for this we introduce
with θ a real number and τ ± = τ 1 ± iτ 2 ; the effective potential does not depend on θ so we choose θ = 0 in the above equation and we are left with the pion condensates, Π, in the τ 1 -direction of isospin, namely
The Lagrangian density can thus be written as
with the effective quark mass defined as M q = m − 2Gσ. The thermodynamic potential is
where β = 1/T and
The ground state is given by the values of σ, Π that minimize Ω: this is equivalent to require that σ and Π are solution of the gap equations,
Given Ω at the ground state it is straightforward to obtain the isospin number density, the pressure and the energy density as
• where Ω 0 is the thermodynamic potential at T = µ I = 0. The two-flavor NJL model has three parameters: the current quark mass m = 0.005 GeV, the four-fermion coupling strength G = 5.01 GeV −2 , and the hard threemomentum cutoff Λ = 0.653 GeV, which are fixed by reproducing the empirical values of the pion mass m π = 0.134 GeV, the physical pion decay constant f π = 0.093 GeV, and the chiral condensate σ 0 = 2(−0.25 GeV) 3 in vacuum [87] .
Before going on it is useful to remind the results of LO CHPT for the pressure and the energy density in the pion superfluid phase, namely
where f π is the pion decay constant. The result for isospin density will be also useful in the following section:
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Isospin number density, energy density, and trace anomaly
In Fig. 1 , we plot the isospin number density normalized to m 
CHPT
2 (purple dotted line) as well as recent lattice data (magenta circles) [79] . The results obtained from these methods agree quantitatively with each other in the considered range of µ I . When µ I < m π the isospin number density is zero, which corresponds to the normal phase of the system. In the pion superfluid phase with µ I > m π , the isospin number density becomes nonzero, which increases monotonically with µ I .
In Fig. 2 , we plot the energy density normalized to µ Recently, a calculation of this peak based on the LO CHPT has been done in Ref. [62] ; moreover, this quantity has also been computed on the lattice:
CHPT [62] , {1.20, 1.25, 1.275}m π , Lattice data [53] . (18) In the above equation the three lattice results quoted have been obtained with three different lattice volumes, namely L 3 = {16 3 , 20 3 , 24 3 } respectively. The extrapolation of the lattice results to the continuum limit gives µ peak I = 1.30(7)m π . We notice the nice agreement of the NJL model with LO CHPT and lattice data.
In Fig. 2 we also show the normalized trace anomaly, (E − 3P )/µ 4 I , as a function of µ I /m π at T = 0. Again we notice the agreement between the NJL model and the LO CHPT results in the entire isospin chemical potential range considered. In more detail, we observe that the blue dashed line (lower one), which represents the result calculated in the NJL model at zero temperature, keeps zero at small µ I , and becomes nonzero and positive when µ I slightly larger than m π . Similar to the behavior of E/µ 4 I , the normalized trace anomaly also develops a peak at an intermediate µ I although the peak of the former appears at a slightly smaller value of µ I with respect to the latter. As µ I increases inside the domain of the pion condensed phase, the normalized trace anomaly decreases and becomes negative. In fact, the pointμ I fulfilling the conformal relation E − 3P = 0 can be evaluated in the NJL model at zero temperature as
which is in good agreement with the LO CHPT result given byμ I = √ 3m π [62] . This point separates the E > 3P and E < 3P regions. As pointed out in Ref. [89] , this µ I might correspond to the BEC-BCS crossover [62, 73] .
B. Chiral, pion, and isospin susceptibilities
The transition to the pion condensate phase can be well identified by means of the susceptibilities. In principle, they can also be measured on the lattice since there is no sign problem at finite µ I due to the real and positive fermionic determinant. Chiral condensate is the order parameter of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, while pion condensate indicates the spontaneous isospin symmetry breaking. The chiral susceptibility, χ σ , which corresponds to the zero-momentum projection of the scalar propagator and encodes all fluctuations of the order parameter, is defined as [27, 29, 30, 90] 
We can also define the pion susceptibility, which is obtained as the first derivative of pion condensate with respect to the current quark mass, i.e.,
We also define the isospin number susceptibility as
Note that we write the derivative operator above as a total derivative instead of a partial one because one might take into account the fact that the condensates may have a dependence on µ I . The chiral, pion, and isospin susceptibilities as functions of µ I /m π for four values of the temperature are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The temperatures are chosen as T = 0 (black short-dashed line), T = 0.1 GeV (blue dashed line), T = 0.15 GeV (red dotted line), and T = 0.22 GeV (magenta dot-dashed line). We notice that the zero temperature susceptibilities exhibit a discontinuity at µ I = µ c I (T ), signaling the boundary of a second order phase transition. At nonzero temperatures, e.g., T = 0.1 GeV and 0.15 GeV, the situation is similar except that the discontinuity shifts to larger µ I . For T = 0.22 GeV instead the susceptibilities are continuous in the whole range of µ I , which can be easily understood with the absence of a transition to the pion condensed phase in agreement with [54] . We notice that the chiral suscepti- bility stays finite in the pion condensed phase, while the pion susceptibility vanishes in the normal phase: this is obviously related to the fact that the bare quark mass is finite, so chiral symmetry is always broken explicitly and this leads to a finite chiral condensate. In the chiral limit this would not happen and the chiral susceptibility would vanish in the pion condensed phase.
In Fig. 4 , we show the thermal behavior of the chiral susceptibility at several values of µ I . The chiral susceptibility at µ I = 0, which is denoted by the black shortdashed line, firstly grows up smoothly at low temperature, then it develops a smooth peak at T = 0.2 GeV in correspondence of the chiral crossover. At higher temperatures, the chiral susceptibility decreases with temperature. We also include several cases with µ I > µ c I (T ) for comparison. For µ I = 0.3 GeV, which is represented by the blue dashed line, the chiral susceptibility has a much larger value at T = 0 compared to the other cases. This line first slowly increases with temperature and reaches a smooth peak at µ I /m π = 0.175, signaling a crossover. After the peak the line drops and show a kink at µ I /m π = 0.183, in correspondence of the transition to the normal phase. Similarly, the lines for µ I = 0.5 GeV and 0.7 GeV, which are represented by red dotted and orange dot-dashed lines respectively, also show a modest kink peak at the critical temperature.
In Fig. 5 , we plot χ π versus temperature for several values of µ I , i.e., µ I = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 GeV. We do not illustrate the result for χ π with µ I smaller than the critical µ c I (T ) because in the normal phase χ π = 0. For µ I = 0.2 GeV, which is labeled by the black short-dashed line, χ π increases very smoothly at low temperature, and then grows up rapidly when T is close to the critical temperature; clearly it vanishes above this temperature because the pion condensate is zero there.
In Fig. 6 We plot χ I versus the temperature for several values of µ I . For the black short-dashed line, which represents the result obtained at µ I = 0, the isospin number susceptibility increases smoothly and monotonously with temperature. At higher µ I , e.g., µ I = 0.3 GeV (blue dashed line), µ I = 0.5 GeV (red dotted line), and µ I = 0.7 GeV (magenta dot-dashed line), χ I keep almost unchanged in the entire considered temperature range expect for the cusp at the phase transition point.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the isospin chemical potential and temperature dependence of several thermodynamic quantities, in particular of several susceptibilities, of isospin-imbalanced QCD matter at vanishing baryon chemical potential within the two-flavor NJL model. We have compared the isospin number density at zero temperature with recent lattice data as well as with LO CHPT, finding a good agreement with the latter results, see Fig. 1 . In addition, the result for the normalized energy density E/µ 4 I as a function of µ I /m π is also in fair agreement with that from LO CHPT at zero temperature. In particular, the location of the peak of E/µ 4 I as well as the trace anomaly computed within the NJL model agree with LO CHPT and/or lattice sim-ulations: we have found µ peak I ≃ 1.274m π for the peak of the energy density andμ I ≃ 1.754m π for the condition E − 3P = 0.
We have then considered the chiral, pion and isospin susceptibilities at finite temperature. These are interesting quantities because they allow to define the critical lines in the (T, µ I ) plane and can also be computed on the lattice, so they can be used as a test of the effective models of QCD. The qualitative behavior of these susceptibilities is in agreement with naive expectations: in particular, the chiral susceptibility is always finite because of the nonvanishing bare quark mass that induces a finite chiral condensate even at large T /µ I . On the other hand, the pion susceptibility vanishes in the normal phase and is nonzero in the pion condensed phase. The transition from the normal phase to the pion condensed phase is of the second order with a divergent pion susceptibility. The isospin number susceptibility also keep finite and almost unchanged in the normal phase except that it is zero for the zero temperature case, and shows a discontinuity at the phase transition.
In this study we have ignored the role of baryon and strangeness chemical potentials [62] . These external sources are known to play an important role and we leave the study of the more complete problem to future works.
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